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Object lesson: Lay a table out in front of the congregation…  
table cloth, shine up the knives and forks, fold a napkin. 
 
Jesus gathers us around a table.  
 
From what we know, Jesus never had a table of his own.  
But he often found in the gospel stories around the table of others.   
Tables that represent the place of friendship, of community, of learning, of family.  
 
Tables are places of gathering.  
…of welcome. 
… of remembering.  
 
As we set a table, wherever the table may be, they help us to be aware of who is here  
and who is missing.  
 

The St. Catherine’s Table in the last 4 years is missing those who have passed on into the 
care of God – Harold, Dora, Kirsty, Phil, Angela, Linda, Michael, Tam, Tom, Doreen, Tony, 
Daphne, Wilme, Jacqui, Wendy, Pat, Eleanor, Donald, Geri, Mary Anna, Irene, Duncan…. 
And others… 

 
Somehow in the great scheme of things they are still with us. Encouraging us to keep 
going. This great cloud of witnesses our leaders in the faith.  
And it is their faith, in the book of Hebrews, we are encouraged to imitate.  
 
We are also missing those who because of COVID are no longer with us – because of 
their health they remain at home or because of new Sunday rhythms.  
These are hard losses for us to bear. 
 
Let’s take a moment to remember who is missing from our table. And to hold them in 
God’s love. 
 
 

We read this morning of Jesus’ wisdom for a table that is welcoming for all.  
 
And I believe that it starts with the various parts of ourselves. For unless we can welcome and 
integrate all of our own lives, we will be unable to welcome others to this table.  

 



Your and my 6-year-old self is welcome here. And that may be a wonderful memory and 
feeling, or it might be challenging, for at 6 we may have been hurt, or felt inadequate, or lost 
something or someone we loved.  
The same is true of our 14-year-old selves, our 25-year-old selves.  
 
They all show up and they are all welcomed by Jesus here. 

(1) In this parable, Jesus addresses the guests at the table:  
because he was taking note at where they chose to be seated; 
they had found their way to the seats of greatest honour; 
In first century Palestine, where one sat was a public display of social status  
this became vitally important for how people saw a person  
(and this affected business work, trade, even the places a person was allowed to go in the city) 
There was a lot at stake by not adhering to this social rule of the day. 
 
Jesus asks a lot from his followers.  
Abandoned these social codes. Humble yourselves. 
 
Humility is delightfully self-forgetful. The humble don’t fret over their own prestige or position, 
nor that of others. Humility has a quality of honesty to it – admitting when we have done wrong 
and celebrating all that we do well. In short, humility is, transcendent self-confidence—a quality 
of character that liberates people from having to compare themselves with others and frees 
them to love everyone equally. 
 
So if you are a guest at a table, a member of a community, a participant in coffee time, watch 
yourselves, let’s be aware of our preferential treatment. 
 

(2) Jesus then turns to the host.   
 

And he addresses the one who invited him. Tables open for us the opportunity to invite others.  
 
Jesus, an invited guest, sees those who are missing from the table.  
 
And with these words of admonition – he addresses all hosts, those of us who are the inviters, 
the providers, the sponsors, the hospitality team, those of us that call a place home where we 
are known to others and have the privilege of inviting guests. He speaks to us… 
 
How do you choose who you invite to your table?  
 
Hosts in those days carefully chose who would be invited… I don’t think its that different today– 
we don’t just let anybody into our home, let alone to sit around our tables and eat our food. 
And we don’t just invite anyone into our friendship circles… And this is precisely Jesus’ point. 

 
He critiques our motives and rationale in how we invite people into our communities…  



Jesus suspects that we choose people to be in our circles for selfish gain and uncovers the rules 
of social reciprocity: 

- Do we invite people who will help us move up in our social standing… hob knobbing… 
- Do we invite people only to pay back someone who has given to us - a gift-obligation 

system... In First Century - To accept an invitation to someone’s table automatically 
meant that you would soon extend an invitation to that person. 

 
- And very occasionally someone might be invited to prove a point – we see this in how 

the gospel story begins - a man is present who lives with a disability – he was there only 
as an object lesson to test one of the guests; sometimes we might succumb to tokenism.  
 

And so, Luke’s Jesus exploits our social codes.  
 
How do we choose who we invite to our table? Who do we offer our seat to?  
 
Are they all people of the same age, stage, socio-economic status or maybe one step up?  
 
Putnam writes that - Tables are not only for bonding. They are also for bridging.  
 
Mostly we are focused on bonding... bonding happens when people who perceive themselves 
as similar develop deeper connections in community. 
 
Bridging are activities that involve people who have been separated in some way.  
Bonding activities might involve people in the same ethnic group or economic status.  
Bridging connections, by definition are “outward looking and encompass people across the 
social [divide]”  
 
Friends - “Hospitality is a way of living our lives... it requires rest and renewal... and is learnt 
over time through small increments of daily faithfulness” (Christina Pohl) 
 
So, what are these small increments that we can take to extend our tables... making our 
hospitality look more like that of Jesus, who we follow:  
 

(1) Start with one person who is a stranger to you ... a person who you don’t know, and 
who might be different from you in some way and slowly build toward a friendship. 

(2) Meet in 3rd spaces to build an initial relationship of trust - by this I mean finding a space 
that is NOT your home or the other person’s home...  
This place needs to provide for a mutual relationship - not too costly (like a restaurant - 
where you might be the one paying), not too sketchy (where you don’t feel physically 
safe)  - perhaps a potluck in a community centre or a tea at a drop in or a visit to a park 
in the summer... 

(3) If this person is on the margins of society, as Jesus recommends, invite them into 
community – perhaps to a community meal - bring other friends around your 
relationship with this person... don’t go it alone... 



(4) Balance bonding and bridging – know your limits (we need tables of long term 
friendship and we need to be extending our tables, even if it feels uncomfortable)  

(5) If you are doing the inviting and feel like you are getting into a position of most of the 
giving, slow down, open yourself up to receive from the other. Don’t become a carer, be 
a friend.  

 

 
 
 
And remember, when you break bread with another, Christ will always presence himself with 
you. Amen.  
 
 
 


